Introduction
============

For almost one century scientists have dissected the genetic architecture of quantitative traits in plants using Quantitative trait loci (QTL) analysis (Fisher, [@B55]). These analyses establish associations between genetic markers and the phenotypic variation of a quantitative trait in a segregating population. The techniques used to obtain markers and physiological phenotypes have been constantly improved through history (Schlotterer, [@B158]; Montes et al., [@B131]). Recently, the price drop of high-throughput technologies have allowed plant researchers to quantify the general abundance of transcripts, proteins, or metabolites in segregating populations (Kirst et al., [@B100]; Vuylsteke et al., [@B179], [@B178]; Decook et al., [@B39]; Keurentjes et al., [@B99]; West et al., [@B187]; Lisec et al., [@B114]; Potokina et al., [@B147]; Drost et al., [@B44]). These studies show that there are multiple benefits in using "omic" technologies for QTL analyses, even when the goal is to characterize physiological phenotypic diversity. First, molecular phenotypes are the initial step toward the production of physiological phenotypes and its regulation underlies much of phenotypic diversity (Hoekstra and Coyne, [@B79]; Stern and Orgogozo, [@B169]). Second, the availability of genome-wide information significantly increases the ability to identify candidate genes for QTLs (Jimenez-Gomez et al., [@B92]). Third, molecular traits measured at system scale allow estimation of the effect of QTLs in the genetic pathways of interest, or identification of additional gene networks altered by the loci responsible for the variation (Kliebenstein et al., [@B101]). Finally, molecular traits offer researchers a better understanding of how mutation drives physiological variation and what are the evolutionary forces acting at primary levels.

High-throughput sequencing, or HTS, allows the rapid and cost--effective generation of massive amounts of short sequences or reads (Metzker, [@B127]). The potential of this technology for mapping loci responsible for phenotypic differences in plants has already been demonstrated by identifying genes containing EMS-induced mutations in samples of pooled F2 individuals (Schneeberger et al., [@B161]; Austin et al., [@B12]). HTS technologies have been in the market for a few years, and new methods are being developed that will be cheaper, require less sample processing, and will produce more and longer reads (Munroe and Harris, [@B135]; Glenn, [@B64]; Niedringhaus et al., [@B138]). It is therefore clear that very soon HTS will be the tool of choice for QTL analyses. One important limiting factor remains to be eliminated: Data analysis. It requires long and computationally intensive pipelines that need to be customized for each particular experimental set up. An increasing number of new algorithms are constantly released to the community, and the debate on which pipelines return the most accurate results is still ongoing. Comparing, combining, and customizing these pipelines requires simple Unix or Linux commands and greatly benefits from knowledge in powerful statistical software such as R, and in scripting languages, such as Perl or Python (R Development Core Team, [@B150]). For non-bioinformaticians, integrated solutions with convenient interfaces are becoming popular both from collaborative open projects and companies (Blankenberg et al., [@B21]; Goecks et al., [@B65]). A popular website that keeps an actualized list of the available software tools is [www.seqanswers.com](www.seqanswers.com), where users and developers also discuss new technological advances and pipelines. In terms of the computational equipment required for HTS data analysis, the majority of tools are developed for Linux or Unix based systems. Although parts of the analysis can be performed in any modern computer, machines with dozens of gigabytes of RAM are recommended in cases where reference sequences form the species considered are available, or with hundreds if no reference exists. An alternative option that is likely to become popular is to rent storage and computing power in specialized centers, or "the cloud" (Stein, [@B168]).

Due to the fast improvement of HTS, this review intends only to capture a snapshot in time of the possibilities that it offers for molecular marker discovery, genotyping, and molecular phenotyping in segregating populations of plants. This review has the purpose of helping researchers who have not incorporated this technology to their work to think about the requirements and possibilities of HTS. By no means this review refers to all available experimental designs or analysis tools, and the solutions proposed here are mere suggestions that will certainly soon be substituted by new and better ones. A guide map of the methods proposed in this review is depicted in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.

![**Guide map to the proposed pipelines for SNP identification, genotyping, and molecular phenotyping for QTL analysis in plants**. Medium coverage is considered from 20× to 100× the genome or transcriptome size under study. Low coverage is considered under 15× the genome or transcriptome size under study.](fpls-02-00077-g001){#F1}

Library Preparation
===================

Sample preparation protocols are continuously improved to use fewer amounts of biological material, be completed faster, and reduce the bias in their output. As an example, most current protocols allow multiplexing samples by adding a short sequence tag to all reads in a library, a convenient feature given the increasing numbers of reads produced per HTS run. The same companies that developed the HTS sequencers commercialize library preparation protocols optimized for the most common experimental designs. There are also kits from other companies that give comparable results and may be more cost efficient. Finally, many researchers are developing custom protocols to obtain specific information such as the transcribed strand in RNA-seq experiments, the rate of RNA degradation, or the positions occupied by RNA polymerases, just to name a few (Addo-Quaye et al., [@B1]; Core et al., [@B35]; German et al., [@B63]; Parkhomchuk et al., [@B144]).

Quality Control and Pre-Processing
==================================

Assessing the quality of HTS reads includes detection of biases on base composition, base quality, and sample complexity. The quality of the sequences has an impact on the reliability of the biological interpretations resulting from the analysis (Dohm et al., [@B42]). Part of these biases are introduced by the sample preparation protocols (Schwartz et al., [@B163]), particularly during cDNA synthesis in RNA-seq experiments (Hansen et al., [@B71]; Li et al., [@B107]) and PCR amplification (Aird et al., [@B2]). Additional biases are particular to each HTS technology (Smith et al., [@B165]; Quince et al., [@B148]) or specific to each run of the sequencers (Auer and Doerge, [@B11]).

After quality control it is usually necessary to pre-process the reads by trimming low quality nucleotides and adapter sequences. At this stage, foreign sequences such as vectors or DNA from organisms contaminating the samples can also be removed. Depending of the type of libraries sequenced further pre-processing may be needed, such as trimming poly A or poly T tails and terminal transferase tails in RNA-seq libraries. In cases where several libraries have been multiplexed, reads should be separated by their barcode.

Both quality control and pre-processing can be easily performed with basic scripts written in Perl (Bioperl), R (Bioconductor), or Python (Biopython; Stajich et al., [@B167]; Gentleman et al., [@B61]; Cock et al., [@B33]; R Development Core Team, [@B150]). For non-programmers, there are some convenient tools that can carry out all or some of these tasks (FastQC, [@B52]; FASTX-Toolkit, [@B53]; Blankenberg et al., [@B21]; Falgueras et al., [@B50]; Goecks et al., [@B65]; Cutadapt, [@B38]; Schmieder et al., [@B160]; Schmieder and Edwards, [@B159]).

Molecular Marker Discovery
==========================

Depending on the availability of a reference sequence short reads will be aligned or *de novo* assembled using one of the multiple tools available. There are a number of recent articles that compare the most popular algorithms and software available for these purposes (Bao et al., [@B18]; Lin et al., [@B113]; Ruffalo et al., [@B156]). Please note that the methods proposed below are directed to developing molecular markers for QTL analysis and not to identify the mutation underlying the QTL, which requires much deeper sequencing.

With a reference sequence
-------------------------

A cost efficient solution to obtain molecular markers is to sequence DNA or RNA from the parental genotypes and mine polymorphisms from the resulting reads. These polymorphisms can be used later to design PCR markers or a high-throughput genotyping assay for the full population. This approach works remarkably well in diploid and polyploidy species using as low an amount of sequence as 5× coverage, meaning five times the size of the genome under study (Ossowski et al., [@B142]; Gore et al., [@B66]; Trick et al., [@B175]; Lai et al., [@B102]; Lam et al., [@B104]; Arai-Kichise et al., [@B8]; Geraldes et al., [@B62]). A recent article reviews the methods and tools available for single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) identification and genotyping (Nielsen et al., [@B139]). To align the reads to the reference, mapping softwares based in "seed methods" are preferred despite their slower nature because their robustness to polymorphisms. Before SNP calling users may consider removal of the reads that map to multiple locations in the reference, and of duplicated reads that may have been generated from PCR artifacts. A recent pipeline also recalibrates the quality of the nucleotides in the reads to correct for the high error rates in HTS, and realigns reads in complex genomic positions where the fast processing alignment algorithms may have failed (Depristo et al., [@B41]). Commonly used indicators of the veracity of polymorphisms are based in the amount and quality of reads showing the polymorphism, frequency of the observed alleles, quality of the alignment, and/or proximity to other polymorphisms. There are some basic and popular options for calling polymorphisms from aligned reads (Li et al., [@B109],[@B110]; Depristo et al., [@B41]), tools specialized in the analysis of reads from particular sequencing platforms (Souaiaia et al., [@B166]), that have the ability to detect structural variation (Chen et al., [@B28]; Hormozdiari et al., [@B83], [@B84]), or that have into account the quality of the reference in addition to the quality of the reads (Frohler and Dieterich, [@B57]). An essential method to control for the quality of the data analysis process is visual inspection through genome viewers specialized in HTS datasets (Huang and Marth, [@B85]; Bao et al., [@B17]; Milne et al., [@B129]; Robinson et al., [@B154]).

Without a reference sequence
----------------------------

High-throughput sequencing sequences can serve to construct the necessary reference to identify molecular markers if it is not already available. Although assembling *de novo* a complete genome sequence is possible with HTS, it requires very deep sequencing and extensive bioinformatic analysis, even more given the relatively large size of most plant genomes. A more efficient option is sequencing mRNA, which greatly reduces sample complexity in comparison with genome sequencing and has the advantage of offering functional information such as coding polymorphisms or expression levels (Graham et al., [@B67]; Mizrachi et al., [@B130]; Bancroft et al., [@B16]; Everett et al., [@B49]; Garg et al., [@B60]; Guo et al., [@B68]; Ibarra-Laclette et al., [@B88]; Ness et al., [@B136]; Su et al., [@B170]; Wei et al., [@B186]). A comprehensive compilation of the methods and tools available for transcriptome assembly has been recently published (Martin and Wang, [@B122]). *De novo* assembly algorithms greatly benefit from long and paired-end reads, but are extremely sensitive to errors and polymorphisms and will not perform well during assembly of datasets from mixed genotypes or highly heterozygous individuals. The amount of new genomic positions detected in RNA-seq experiments decrease exponentially as the number of reads increases (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The majority of medium and highly expressed transcripts in a sample are detected at low coverage, and increasing coverage will mainly add non-coding RNAs and low expressed transcripts at a very high cost (Tarazona et al., [@B171]). If the objective is to assemble complete transcriptomes, obtaining samples from diverse tissues, time points, and conditions is preferred to depth of sequencing. Even in the best possible conditions assemblies from RNA-seq reads will return only a subset of the existing transcripts, many of which will be fragmented. This is expected due to low expression of particular transcripts, the non-uniform read coverage, and the presence of different isoforms per gene. To help assembly of low expressed transcripts researchers can use normalization protocols that deplete the most abundant transcripts from the samples (Christodoulou et al., [@B30]). In any case, contigs resulting from *de novo* assembly can be effectively used as a reference for molecular marker detection and characterization of transcripts in un-sequenced genomes (Parchman et al., [@B143]; Wang et al., [@B184]; Angeloni et al., [@B7]; Hiremath et al., [@B78]; Kaur et al., [@B95]).

![**Percentage of transcriptome covered versus number of RNA-seq reads used**. Eighty-one base pair paired-end RNA-seq reads from *S. lycopersicum* were randomly sampled in different subset sizes and aligned to the *S. lycopersicum* genome reference. The percentage of the length of the transcriptome covered by at least one read is represented at different coverages.](fpls-02-00077-g002){#F2}

When highly similar genotypes are compared, RNA-seq may not be the best option since it mostly targets coding regions, which are less diverse than non-coding regions. In these cases researchers can construct reduced representation libraries by shearing DNA using restriction endonucleases and size-selecting the fragments that will be sequenced. Reads from these libraries can be clustered by similarity and mined for polymorphisms close to the restriction sites; or used to detect the presence--absence of particular tags, indicating a polymorphism in the restriction site itself (Kerstens et al., [@B97]; Sanchez et al., [@B157]; Etter et al., [@B48]). Obtaining polymorphisms from reduced representation libraries is more efficient when a reference sequence is available (Van Tassell et al., [@B177]; Wu et al., [@B191]). However, researchers have already developed tools to genotype samples from these tags using a low number of reads from organisms without a reference (Ratan et al., [@B151]), or to reconstruct part of the targeted genome using paired-end sequencing (Willing et al., [@B188]). Additional protocols to obtain markers from reduced representation libraries exist in which different combination of restriction enzymes are used for each of the genotypes involved (Hyten et al., [@B87]), or that do not shear the DNA but filter the reads for single copy sequences (You et al., [@B193]). The amount of reads necessary to perform this type of analysis depends on the size of the genome, the restriction enzymes used, and the availability of a reference.

Genotyping Populations
======================

With the price drop of the HTS technologies and the possibility of multiplexing samples, genotyping an entire population has become realistic (Schneeberger and Weigel, [@B162]). In the case of a sequenced system such as rice, generating reads from the individuals of a population at 0.02--0.055× coverage allowed high-density genotyping by comparisons with the parental genotypes (Huang et al., [@B86]), or by inferring the parental genotypes from the polymorphisms found in the population (Xie et al., [@B192]). Since erroneous polymorphism calls are expected at low coverage, more or less complex algorithms need to be defined to correctly genotype each polymorphism in each individual (Huang et al., [@B86]; Xie et al., [@B192]; Li et al., [@B111]). In addition, a reference sequence can serve researchers to design enrichment essays that will target their preferred genomic locations, although at high cost (Blow, [@B22]; Mamanova et al., [@B119]; Nijman et al., [@B140]; Kenny et al., [@B96]). For species where a genome sequence is not available, a very practical approach is to sequence reduced representation libraries as mentioned above (Baird et al., [@B15]; Emerson et al., [@B46]; Hohenlohe et al., [@B81], [@B80]).

Molecular Phenotyping
=====================

The list of molecular phenotypes that can be quantified with HTS is extensive and is rapidly increasing (Hawkins et al., [@B75]). Examples of these phenotypes are protein--RNA interactions (Licatalosi et al., [@B112]; Hafner et al., [@B70]), translation rates (Ingolia et al., [@B90]; Ingolia, [@B89]), transcription rates (Core et al., [@B35]; Churchman and Weissman, [@B31]), protein--DNA interactions (Albert et al., [@B3]; Barski et al., [@B19]; Johnson et al., [@B93]; Mikkelsen et al., [@B128]; Robertson et al., [@B153]; Chen et al., [@B29]; Hesselberth et al., [@B77]), RNA degradation rates (Addo-Quaye et al., [@B1]; German et al., [@B63]), RNA secondary structure (Kertesz et al., [@B98]; Underwood et al., [@B176]), transcription start positions (Plessy et al., [@B146]), chromatin accessibility (Boyle et al., [@B23]), methylation states (Cokus et al., [@B34]; Down et al., [@B43]; Lister et al., [@B115]; Meissner et al., [@B126]), natural antisense transcription (Cloonan et al., [@B32]; Core et al., [@B35]; He et al., [@B76]; Armour et al., [@B9]; Parkhomchuk et al., [@B144]) or small RNA profiles (Lu et al., [@B118]). QTL analysis using these phenotypes as traits is an exciting field that remains un-explored. Therefore, the computational frameworks to quantitatively compare these phenotypes between individuals will need to be established.

Expression profiling with HTS
-----------------------------

Although many cases of phenotypic variation caused by coding polymorphisms have been documented, variation in gene expression has been shown to underlie much of phenotypic diversity (Reviewed in Hoekstra and Coyne, [@B79]; Wray, [@B190]; Stern and Orgogozo, [@B169]). One method to detect differences in expression between individuals using HTS is to sequence 26--27 nucleotide-long tags from expressed transcripts (Matsumura et al., [@B123]; Hong et al., [@B82]). A recent study shows that this method reaches saturation in mice with 6--8 million reads per sample (Hong et al., [@B82]). Its advantages over sequencing full transcripts are the lower cost, higher sensitivity, reduced bias during amplification due to the fixed fragment lengths, and use of simplified statistical models to calculate differential expression. On the other hand, methods based in tags will not detect the majority of coding polymorphisms and isoforms, and require a close enough reference sequence to extract biologically meaningful results.

RNA-seq is rapidly becoming a standard in expression profiling because of its simple protocol of preparation, digital nature, large dynamic range, and high sensitivity in comparison with previous technologies (Marioni et al., [@B121]; Bradford et al., [@B24]; Liu et al., [@B116]). In addition, it can serve to genotype individuals, identify novel transcripts, characterize alternative splicing, and quantify allele specific expression (Reviewed in Wang et al., [@B185]; Costa et al., [@B36]; Marguerat and Bahler, [@B120]). Due to the novelty of the technique there is no consensus on which sample preparation protocols present fewer biases (Raz et al., [@B152]). However, strand-specific methods could become a standard because of their increased precision due to their ability to distinguish between sense and antisense transcripts (He et al., [@B76]; Levin et al., [@B105]). In terms of experimental designs, it is necessary to randomize and replicate biological samples, as with any other type of genome-wide analysis (Auer and Doerge, [@B11]; Fang and Cui, [@B51]; Hansen et al., [@B72]). There is little consensus about the depth of sequence needed for expression profiling with RNA-seq. Recent estimates range between 30 million reads to compare the expression profiles of two samples, to 100 million reads to detect most transcribed genes and quantify isoforms, to 500 million to obtain accurate profiles, including low expressed transcripts (Zhang et al., [@B195]; ENCODE, [@B47]; Toung et al., [@B172]). In any case, it is advisable to balance the number of reads between samples in the same experiment in order to perform accurate expression comparisons (Tarazona et al., [@B171]).

Expression profiling from HTS datasets is necessarily based on counting the reads mapped to each transcript in a reference sequence. When a reference genome or transcriptome is not available, it can be reconstructed using *de novo* assembly of the reads for at least one of the genotypes as described above. The simpler and less computational intensive protocol for expression profiling is to map the RNA-seq reads to known (or *de novo* assembled) transcripts and a set of possible exon--exon junctions (when available) to detect alternative splicing. However, in organisms with sequenced genomes this protocol will not allow detection of novel exons, transcripts, and isoforms. The preferred pipeline involves aligning the reads to the genomic reference using an alignment tool that splices the reads to detect intron--exon junctions (For example Trapnell et al., [@B173]; Ameur et al., [@B4]; Au et al., [@B10]; Guttman et al., [@B69]; Wang et al., [@B181]; Lou et al., [@B117]).

A challenge for expression analyses in samples from two unrelated individuals is the need to perform robust quantification of reads generated from two or more alleles. This implies that reads with the closer genotype to the reference will align better than reads from a more distant genotype, in which more polymorphisms may interfere with their ability to map (Fontanillas et al., [@B56]). In these cases, aligners based in seed methods will perform better than those based in the Burrows--Wheeler Transform algorithm (For a review see Garber et al., [@B59]). Although most studies ignore this problem, there are solutions that go from identifying and removing the polymorphisms that cause these biases (Degner et al., [@B40]), aligning the reads to all references from the genotypes involved (Bullard et al., [@B25]) or including the polymorphisms found in the references (Gan et al., [@B58]). When two references are used, a potential problem may arise from motifs that are more abundant in one reference with respect to the other if only uniquely mapped reads are counted. The use of longer reads and/or paired-end reads greatly decreases the number of ambiguously mapped reads. In addition, there are robust methods to assign these multi-mapped reads to a single location (Faulkner et al., [@B54]; Mortazavi et al., [@B134]; Hashimoto et al., [@B74]; Li et al., [@B106]; Wang et al., [@B180]; Ji et al., [@B91]).

There are a number of tools to count the number of reads aligned to each transcriptional unit to calculate expression, most of which require knowledge of Perl, Phyton, Linux/Unix, or R (Carlson et al., [@B27]; Bio::DB::Sam, [@B20]; Anders, [@B5]; Morgan and Pagès, [@B133]; Quinlan and Hall, [@B149]). Some alignment tools can directly calculate the number of reads per transcript and/or a measure of expression based in the reads (or fragments) per gene size in kilobases per million reads mapped, called RPKM (or FPKM; Mortazavi et al., [@B134]; Trapnell et al., [@B174]). However, these expression units show biases depending on the length, number, abundance of the transcripts present in the samples, or because of technical replication (Oshlack and Wakefield, [@B141]; Bullard et al., [@B26]; Mcintyre et al., [@B124]). For this reason researchers have developed dedicated R/Bioconductor packages to calculate differential expression between samples based on raw read counts per transcript (Anders and Huber, [@B6]; Bullard et al., [@B26]; Hardcastle and Kelly, [@B73]; Robinson et al., [@B155]; Wang et al., [@B182]). In addition, there are software packages that take into consideration the biases inherent to RNA-seq when calculating expression or performing downstream analyses such as gene ontology over-representation studies (Young et al., [@B194]; Zheng et al., [@B196]).

High-throughput sequencing datasets allow quantification of expression for each isoform separately, resulting in significantly more accurate estimates than calculating expression at the gene level (Wang et al., [@B183]). For this, users must first identify splicing events from the reads that align to exon--exon junctions. Quantifying isoform expression is complicated since most reads in an alternatively spliced transcript cannot be assigned to a single isoform. The most promising methods to address this complex problem take advantage from the information offered by paired-end and/or unambiguously mapped reads (Guttman et al., [@B69]; Katz et al., [@B94]; Li et al., [@B106]; Trapnell et al., [@B174]; Nicolae et al., [@B137]). One advantage of going through the intricate process of identification of alternative splicing is that it can also be used as a trait for QTL analysis (Li et al., [@B108]; Montgomery et al., [@B132]; Pickrell et al., [@B145]; Lalonde et al., [@B103]).

Allele specific expression in hybrids
-------------------------------------

An alternative to sequencing a full segregating population to perform eQTL analyses is to sequence F1 hybrid individuals, where allele specific expression can be calculated for loci with coding polymorphisms (Babak et al., [@B13], [@B14]; Bullard et al., [@B25]; Emerson et al., [@B45]; Mcmanus et al., [@B125]; Pickrell et al., [@B145]). For any gene, both alleles in the hybrid share the same cellular environment and, as a result, changes in expression between alleles must necessarily be due to *cis*-acting regulators (Cowles et al., [@B37]). Trans-acting eQTLs can be inferred by performing RNA-seq in the parentals and comparing the differences in expression levels between alleles in the hybrid with the differences between the parentals (Wittkopp et al., [@B189]). Despite the considerable reduction in price and simplicity of experimental design, this method has several drawbacks. Allele specific expression can only be calculated in transcripts with coding polymorphisms that are highly covered, and it is very dependent on read and transcript length (Degner et al., [@B40]; Fontanillas et al., [@B56]). New statistical approaches are being developed that will overcome these limitations, starting by being able to estimate false discovery rates and allele specific alternative splicing (Skelly et al., [@B164]).

In summary, HTS is changing the way we perform QTL analysis by allowing high-throughput genotyping of populations and phenotyping of traits with a precision not achievable before. It is clear that HTS has not reached its peak of development, and that tools and algorithms will have to be modified according to the new technological improvements. Nevertheless, the first experiments using this technology have already identified exciting possibilities for the characterization of natural variation in plants.
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